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Introduction
Regulatory expectations

• The financial crisis of 2008 highlighted the need for firms to improve their management 

of risk with a particular focus on Governance, Frameworks and Operational Risk

• No matter how large or sophisticated a firm is, operational risk has been at the centre of 

many high profile losses

• Examples of such losses include the recent setting aside of some £3bn to cover claims 

against Payment Protection Insurance by Lloyds Banking Group in the UK

• The current focus within institutions on business efficiency, cost cutting and change will 

likely lead to significant ‘tail risk’ in the future.  Understanding these dynamics will create 

a competitive advantage in an increasingly capital  tight environment

• Globally, regulators are putting considerable emphasis on the need for firms to:

– Quantify their ability to absorb losses and define their risk appetite

– Understand their exposure to potential loss – expected and unexpected

– Ensure the business is effectively capitalised.  This is encapsulated in the Own Risk Self 

Assessment Process (ORSA) 
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Introduction
Business drivers 

Capital Management Cost Minimisation Risk Governance

D
rive

rs

Regulatory objectives

• Capital/liquidity adequacy

• Customer protection

• Regulatory compliance

Shareholder objectives

• Revenue growth

• Cost minimisation

• Manage risk volatility

Risk Appetite

Risk Measurement

Capital Cost reduction TalentProduct

ORSA
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Introduction
It can’t happen here

• PPI

o Lloyds Banking Group: £3 2 billion (first

• Asbestos related lawsuit

o Eight product liability insurers in theo Lloyds Banking Group: £3.2 billion (first 

nine months of 2011)

• Hartford

o In April 2004, the American insurer The 

Hartford Financial Services Group Inc. 

agreed to pay $1.15bln to resolve an 

asbestos-related lawsuit

o The litigation was based on a coverage 

dispute after the client exhausted it policy

o Eight product liability insurers in the 

United States were involved in litigation 

initiated in 2004 by a policyholder after 

the insurers refused to indemnify 

asbestos-related claims

o By 2006, the litigation was resolved by all 

parties

o Liberty Mutual:$15.4mln in June 2004

o Lloyd's $19.95mln

o AIG paid $103mln to resolve its portion ofdispute after the client exhausted it policy 

limit but alleged that earlier policies 

should cover all claims

o AIG paid $103mln to resolve its portion of 
the lawsuit

o Federal $4mln

o Mount McKinley and Everest $10.75mln 
each 

o Harper $1.4mln 

o St. Paul, $25mln

4

Source: OpBase, Aon’s proprietary 
operational risk loss event database
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Introduction
It can’t happen here

• Large European banc-assurer:

o Maximum possible single loss < Euros 

100m100m

o We knew of two events with a liability of up 

to 5 times this maximum

o Risk management assumed such data to 

be irrelevant when controls taken into 

consideration
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Why is operational risk important?
Economic capital (ECap) in the context of Operational risk

The Beginnings of ECap – 1,200 BC

• Dates back to the ancient Phoenicians, who 
took rudimentary tallies of frequency and

Operational Risk ECap

• Risk identification & assessment – which 
risks require capital to be held against themtook rudimentary tallies of frequency and 

severity of illnesses among rural farmers to 
gain an intuition of expected losses in 
productivity

• These calculations were advanced by 
correlations to predictions of climate change, 
political outbreak, and birth rate change

Economic Capital Now

• Economic capital is the amount of risk 
capital, assessed on a realistic basis, which 

risks require capital to be held against them

• For each risk, hold an amount of capital 
equal to the expected loss, in the worst case 
scenario (usually defined as a 1-in-200 year 
event)

• Expected loss = Frequency of risk * Impact of 
risk  (calculated net of controls)

• Diversification

• One year time horizon 
p , ,

a firm requires to cover the risks that it is 
running or collecting as a going concern, 
such as market risk, credit risk, and 
operational risk

• The amount of money which is needed to 
secure survival in a worst case scenario
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CRO COO

We believe there are four main drivers for the optimum risk management system in an 
organisation:

Why is operational risk important?
Four perspectives of operational risk management

Optimum 
Control 

Architecture
Balance

Transparency

Optimum 
Control 

Architecture
Balance

Transparency

Worry: Am I managing 
risk effectively?

“Tell me how well we’re 
doing to manage risk!”

Worry: Am I wasting
money in how I manage 
operational risk?

“Budget is tight, I need to 
get the cost/loss balance 
right”

RiskRisk CostCost

Transparency
Appetite

Transparency
Appetite CEOCCO

Worry: Do I have 
certainty of compliance?

“I need to have greater 
consistency and 
transparency!”

Worry: Am I using risk 
and regulatory 
compliance to 
competitive advantage?

“I want to improve 
customer service through 
smarter control”

CustomerCustomerRegulationRegulation
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Evolving market practices
What would I like my operational risk model to do?

• Calculate Economic Operational Risk Capital 

• Allocate capital across business units

• Allocate capital across risk types 

• Facilitate profit and loss attribution

F ilit t t l t ff ti i
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• Facilitate control cost effectiveness reviews

• Meet regulatory requirements
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Evolving market practices
Sophistication of operational risk methodology

Sophistication of operational risk approach compared to rest of the ICA

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

2010

2009

Source: KPMG TPS Survey
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10%

Less developed More developed About the same
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Evolving market practices
Operational risks modelled in the ICA

Operational risk types allowed for in the ICA calculation
Response Year

Source: KPMG TPS Survey

Operational Risk Type 2010 2009 2008

Pension scheme deficits 29% 16% 65%

Systems and technology risks 96% 90% 81%

Reputational risk 68% 77% 68%

Marketing and distribution risks 79% 71% 69%

Legal risks 96% 97% 78%

Management of employees (including for example strikes, fraud, etc.) 93% 90% 81%

Difficulty in recruiting qualified staff 86% 74% 63%

Breach of underwriting guidelines 68% 65% 66%

Business continuity 96% 87% 81%

Staff retention and recruitment 86% 81% 74%

Problems with outsourcers 93% 81% 79%

Management control failures 100% 87% 78%

10

Management control failures 100% 87% 78%

Claims mis-handling 82% 77% 74%

Incomplete data 89% 68% 73%

Incomplete documentation 61% 52% 73%

Mis-pricing or not treating customers fairly 89% 71% 80%
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Evolving market practices
Setting the 1-in-200 year event

Method of setting operational risk stress tests to be 1 in 200 year events

5

10

15

20

25

30
Source: KPMG TPS Survey
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0
Analysis of 

internal 
historical data

Analysis of 
external 

historical data

Stochastic 
model

External advice Judgement Industry data Other
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Evolving market practices
Quantifying operational risk capital

Approach used to quantify operational risk capital

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

2010

2009

Source: KPMG TPS Survey
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0%

Scenario

modelling

Scorecard

approach

Modelling loss

data

Other
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Source of operational risk loss data

Evolving market practices
Use of loss data

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

No source,

risk modelled

on plausible

Some actual

internal

operational

Combination

of internal

and external

The ABI

database/

ORISK

Other

2010

2009

Source: KPMG TPS Survey

on plausible

operational

loss

scenarios

operational

risk loss data

and

scenarios

and external

loss data

ORISK

database
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Evolving market practices
Correlation assumptions

Allowance for diversification benefits between 

individual operational risk events

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%

Assume Assume By making Ad hoc Other

2010

2009

Source: KPMG TPS Survey
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events are

independent

perfect
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correlation

use of a

subjective

internal

expert's

assessment

basis

correlation
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Evolving market practices
A view of the current industry status

Current Practice in most firms

Starting point of 
implementation

stage 1

• Internal controls
• Internal audit
• Individual risk

Establish 
Awareness

stage 2

• Integrated risk 
strategy

• Risk policy

Monitoring and 
Assessment of 

OpRisk

stage 3

• Risk inventory
• Risk assessment
• Collection of

Quantification 
and compre-

hensive OpRisk
management

stage 4

• Comprehensive 
loss database

• Active OpRisk

Integrated risk 
management

stage 5

• Interdisciplinary risk 
analysis

• Extended OpRisk

Dynamic 
management

stage 6

15

Individual risk 
strategies • Basic central 

OpRisk manage-
ment function

• „OpRisk Manager“
• Setup of data 

collection

Collection of 
material losses

• Regular training
• OpRisk committee
• Central OpRisk

management 
function

• OpRisk reporting

management
• Scenario analysis
• Key risk indicators
• Sound method for 

quantification and 
measurement (VaR) 

• Capital modeling
• Validation process 

to test and stress

reporting
• Insurance for 

capital and risk 
protection

• Integrated toolsets
• Risk adjusted 

performance
• Economic capital 

concept
• Incentive scheme 

for good risk 
management
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Foundation to a robust framework
An example framework

Governance Operating Model Processes / Methods

• Articulation and 
approval

• Monitoring and 
reporting

• Top down, bottom 
up connect

Appetite

• Policy hierarchy
• Language and 

definition
• Coverage and 

effectiveness

Policies

• Reporting lines
• OR management, 

control, assurance

Organisation 
structure

• Mandate and role of 
the OR function

• Key responsibilities 
and accountabilities

• Resourcing, skills 
and training

Mandate, 
responsibility, 

and 
competency

• Infrastructure to 
support OR 

Systems

• OR features in 
performance 
appraisal and 
remuneration

Performance 
management

• Procedures to 
support policy and 
consistent practice

• Clear and practical 
guidance

Procedures & 
guidance

• Assessment tools, 
coverage and range.

Risk 
assessment

• Triggers for changes in 
the banks OR risk 
profile. E.g. 
acquisitions, complex 
programmes and new 
products. 

Trigger 
management

• Granularity of data
• Near misses

Loss data 
capture

• Reporting and Incident

• Selection
• Review and challenge
• Use of outputs

Scenario 
analysis

• Setting of KRIs
• Monitoring and 

reporting
Indicators

• Oversight
• Committee structure 

and mandates
• Sponsor the lines of 

defence

Board & senior 
management 
governance

16

Underlying analyses include mapping of current activities and 
suggested ‘target state’

• Risk perceived to be 
value add

• Emphasis placed on 
OR by senior 
management

Culture

• External reportingDisclosure

management and 
reporting

Systems escalation of loss (and 
near miss) events

Incident 
management

• Decision support
• Consistent, complete 

and accurate
• Business and Risk 

communities

Reporting

Capital 
Management

• Appropriate coverage
• Applying OR data

• Activities to control 
and monitor risk on 
a day to day basis

Control 
environment

• Specific skills and 
functions eg: BCP, 
physical and 
information security

Specialist Areas

12.8.11
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Foundation to a robust framework
Another sample framework, incl. key processes

Communication & stakeholder management
(Internal & external)

Processes
Data collection & Ri k R ti & MI Management

R
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Data collection & 
Aggregation

Risk Reporting & MI

KRI & KPI 
Data

Risk 
Taxonomy

Internal 
Data

External 
Data

RC&SA 
Data

Loss Scenarios

Developed to assess exposure by ET/RC

VaR Model
(gross/net of insurance)

Management 
Actions

1,000

10,000

100 ,000

1,000,000

10,000 ,000

100,000,000

1 ,000,000 ,000

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 69% 79% 89% 99%

Cumualtive  distribution

L
os

s
 e

st
im

a
te

s 
(E

U
R

)

Swe dish FSA Op Base Claims OpBase PKMs Bank A data

Severity by ET/RC Frequency by  ET/RC

Exposure Parameters
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Risk Governance

IT Infrastructure

Risk Organisation & Policies

Risk Capacity & Tolerance (Appetite)

Source: Aon Limited, © 2011
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Operational risk quantification
Scenario analysis in the context of an insurer

Internal 
Loss Data

Data Collation & 
Analysis

Initial Actuarial 
Assessment

Frequency

Workshop Assessment

Derived 
metrics ks

h
o

p

Exposure Parameters 
refined for model input

Frequency
Agreed 
metrics

Operational Risk 
Capital

Loss Data

In
te

rn
al

 &
 e

xt
e

rn
al

 d
at

a 
so

u
rc

e
s

OpBase –
Aon Claims

OpBase
PKM data

BE&IF
E.g. 

RC&SA

$1,000

$10,000

$100,000

$1,000,000

$10,000,000

$100,000,000

$1,000,000,000

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

L
o
s
s
 A
m
o
u
n
t

Initial Indicat ion of Percentile Point  for each Data Point
(associated with nth highest  loss when put  in size order)

Severity Distribution above $5,000

C harles Schwab

PKM

Aon

Severity

6

$500k

$2m

$350m

Freq
:

Mean
:

1:20
:

1:100
:

10

$350k

$4m

$250m

Freq
:

Mean
:

1:20
:

1:100
:

metrics

M
e
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s 
in

fo
rm

 w
o

rk
a

ss
e

ss
m

e
n

t

Descriptions are used to

Severity

$1,000

$10,000

$100,000

$1,000,000

$10,000,000

$100,000,000

$1,000,000,000

80% 82% 84% 86% 88% 90% 92% 94% 96% 98% 100%

L
o
s
s
 A
m
o
u
n
t

Initial  Indication of Percentile Point for each Data Point
(associated with nth highest loss when put in size order)

Severity Distribution above $5,000
Scenario 6

PKM Charles Schwab 95th Percentile 99th Percentile Fitted distribution

Mean =  $34,000

95th Percentile = $160,000

99th Percentile = $526,000

Monte
Carlo

Capital

•
Correlated

•
Diversified

• Gross/net 
of 

insurance

Data is collated to facilitate

Scenario Analysis

Scenario definition

Worksheet - Severity Breakdown (optional)

1) Frequency Assessment

Types of Financial Impacts Mean 95th Percentile  (1 in 20 losses) 99th Percentile  (1 in 100 losses)

Breakdown of losses can be provided below to support the overall loss exposure  calculation(s)

Direct Loss / Loss of Revenue

Customer Compensation / Settlement

Regulatory inquiry/ Fines

Litigation/ judicial ruling

Other losses, e.g. punitive damages, administrative 
proceedings, arbitration, criminal complaints

Severity Assessment Mean 95th Percentile  
(1 in 20 losses)

99th Percentile  
(1 in 100 losses)

From Saxo and peer data Pre-populated Pre-populated Pre-populated

Selected

Frequency 
Assessment

Estimated count per 
annum

From Saxo Bank  data Pre-populated

Selected

2) Severity Assessment

+

Scenario assessment

Descriptions are used to 
inform the understanding of 

the broader risk being 
assessed at the workshop

Scenario descriptions are
used to assess potential 
unexpected and 
catastrophic loss 
estimates, which are used 
for stress-test / back-
testing

identification of sources of 
potential large loss by event 
type at level 3 & 2

Client Data OpBase
 
Data

All Values in USD Historical Losses Aon Losses PKM Losses

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Count of Non‐

Zero Losses

Maximum Loss 

Recorded

Total 

Count 

>$1m

Total 

Count  

>$5m

Maximum Loss Recorded 

(Global)

Total Count 

>$1m

Total Count 

>$5m

Maximum Loss 

Recorded (Global)

Clients, Products & 
Business Practices

Advisory Acti viti es Denial of Service 1 16,442 0 0 0 0 0 0

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices Advisory Acti viti es Disputes over Performance of Advisory  Acti vities 38 1,621,218 1 0 1,054,413 0 0 0

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices Advisory Acti viti es Not Determinabl e 44 300,627 0 0 0 0 0 0

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business 

or Market Practices
Antit rust 0 0 0 0 0 23 16 1,921,199,426

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Corporate Governance of Cli ent of FI 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 7,663,389

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Corporate Governance of FI 0 0 2 2 295,651,245 22 15 143,625,000

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Improper Advertisi ng 1 10,529 0 0 384,706 7 4 435,726,577

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Improper Trade/Market Practices 29 9,499,806 12 8 264,340,491 152 111 456,193,753

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Insi der Tradi ng (on fi rm's account) 0 0 0 0 0 14 4 51,158,820

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Intellectual Property Violations 7 6,608,133 0 0 0 0 0 0

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Li bel/Sl ander/Defamation (CP&BP) 1 18,449 0 0 148,185 0 0 533,798

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Market  Manipulat ion 1 11,613 3 3 625,914,397 65 45 139,571,779

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Money Laundering (CP&BP) 0 0 0 0 0 8 4 12,975,720

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Problems resulti ng from a  Merger/Acquisi tion 0 0 3 1 8,004,998 4 4 88,305,598

Clients, Products & Business 

Practices
Improper Business or  

Market Practices
Sales Discriminat ion 0 0 0 0 0 12 4 2,960,613,497

Scenario 2

Event types 
to be 
evaluated 
identified

Heat map

Source: Aon Limited, © 2010
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Operational risk quantification
Role of internal data, external data and scenarios

• The current economic environment has shown a number of institutions have 
underestimated their exposure to risk

• Historical internal losses do not provide a good understanding of exposure to• Historical internal losses do not provide a good understanding of exposure to 
unexpected loss

• External data used in isolation does not take into consideration an organisations specific 
dynamics and controls

• Scenarios provide an excellent 
mechanism to enable organisations to:

– identify possible future events that 
could give rise to unexpected loss

– assess their exposure for expected, p p ,
1:5, 1:20, 1:100 loss estimates, etc

– identify control & transfer 
mechanisms

• OpBase, Aon’s proprietary source of 
external data, is a powerful tool for 
developing scenarios & estimating 
exposure

Expected Loss Unexpected Loss Catastrophic Loss

• Review internal loss 
data

• Review Risk Register 
(RC&SA results)

• Review Risk Register (RC&SA results)

• Analysis of peer data in OpBase™ (Aon 
claims losses)

• Consideration of scenarios

- Identify relevant scenarios

- Assess exposure to relevant scenarios

• Analysis of peer data in OpBase™ (Publicly 
sourced information)

• Consideration of scenarios

- Identify relevant scenarios

- Assess exposure to relevant scenarios

Expected Loss Unexpected Loss Catastrophic Loss

• Review internal loss 
data

• Review Risk Register 
(RC&SA results)

• Review Risk Register (RC&SA results)

• Analysis of peer data in OpBase™ (Aon 
claims losses)

• Consideration of scenarios

- Identify relevant scenarios

- Assess exposure to relevant scenarios

• Analysis of peer data in OpBase™ (Publicly 
sourced information)

• Consideration of scenarios

- Identify relevant scenarios

- Assess exposure to relevant scenarios

19
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Operational risk quantification
Role of internal data, external data and scenarios

• The following table provides a comparison of data contained within various different data 
sources (based on data as at 2008) including:

– 2008 BIS loss data collection exercise results

– ORX & ORIC

– OpBase – two data sets: (i) Aon claims losses; and (ii) publicly sourced losses
Banking

Loss amounts 2008 LDCE1 data ORX Data2 OpBase  data3

(€ million) # losses   Losses Average loss # losses   Losses Average loss # losses   Losses Average loss

All losses 10,052,796     64,221           0.006             124,000          39,786           0.3                 16,271           266,305          16.4               

Losses > 1 million 3,582             38,793           10.830           3,296             29,792           9.0                 2,444             265,631          108.7             

Insurance
Loss amounts ORIC4 Data OpBase  data3

(€ million) # losses   Losses Average loss # losses   Losses Average loss

All losses 1,388             379                0.273             3,721             45,313           12.2               

Losses > 1 million N/A N/A N/A 589 45 197 76 7

20

• Since 2004, the ORX database (covering operational risk losses in Banking) has recorded 
over $41,110 million! (excludes losses from Enron and Worldcom scandals).

• What % of your undertaking’s ICA capital is allocated to operational risk?

© 2011 The Actuarial Profession  www.actuaries.org.uk

Losses  1 million N/A N/A N/A 589              45,197         76.7               

Notes

1.) LDCE: 119 participating institutions from 17 countries

2.) ORX: Data collection threshold ~ €20,000, losses reported in period from 1 January 2002 to 31 December 2008.

     # participants rising from 12 in 2002 to 52 in 2008

3.) OpBase: Losses have not been revalued to provide consistency in comparison with other data-sets

     Data originates from more than 1,600 financial institutions globally 

Source: Aon Limited, © 2011

£1,000,000,000

£10,000,000,000

Severity Distribution 

Data analysed
Internal 
Losses

Risk Register
OpBase 
(Claims)

OpBase (PKMs)

Operational risk quantification
Case study - Scenario development (severity plot for calibration)

£1 000

£10,000

£100,000

£1,000,000

£10,000,000

£100,000,000

, , ,

Lo
ss
 A
m
o
u
n
t Client data

OpBase 

(Claims)

OpBase 
(PKM)

# Losses 203 5 274 125

 Illustrative numbers only

£1

£10

£100

£1,000

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Initial Indication of Percentile Point for each Data Point
(associated with nth highest loss when put in size order)

(PKM)

Source: Aon Limited, © 2011
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Operational risk quantification
Case study – Illustrative summary of scenario analysis results

# Event taxonomy Frequency Severity Commentary
ET1 ET2 # / annum Mean 1 in 20 1 in 100

1
Business disruption & 
systems failures

Systems              1.0       1,000,000       25,000,000         45,000,000 
Every 100 years a loss of £45m 
or more is likely to occur

2
Clients, products & Improper business or market 

2 0 500 000 10 000 000 15 000 000
Every 50 years a loss of £15m or 

2
business practices practices

            2.0        500,000      10,000,000        15,000,000 more is likely to occur

3
Suitability, disclosure & 
fiduciary

           10.0         100,000         1,000,000         15,000,000 
Every 2 years a loss of £1m or 
more is likely to occur

4 Indirect losses              4.0         150,000         3,000,000          7,000,000 
Once every 5 years a loss of 
£3m or more is likely to occur

5
Damage to Physical 
assets

Disasters and other events            0.50           15,000         1,000,000       100,000,000 
Once every 200 years a loss of 
£100m or more is likely to occur

6
Employment practices & 
workplace safety

Diversity & discrimination              0.3           50,000           250,000          5,000,000 
Once every 300 years a loss of 
£5m or more is likely to occur

7 Employee relations              0.5           25,000           100,000          1,000,000 
Once every 200 years a loss of 
£1m or more is likely to occur

8
Execution, delivery & 
process management

Trade counterparties            10.0           20,000           150,000             500,000 
Once every 10 years a loss of 
£o.5m or more is likely to occur

 Illustrative numbers only
p g

9
Transaction capture, 
execution & maintenance

           75.0           12,000             80,000             150,000 
Once every 1.3 years a loss of 
£150k or more is likely to occur

10 External fraud Systems security              6.0           20,000           500,000          2,000,000 
Once every 17 years a loss of 
£2m or more is likely to occur

11 Theft & fraud            10.0             5,000             50,000          2,000,000 
Once every 10 years a loss of 
£2m or more is likely to occur

12 Internal fraud Theft & fraud              0.5       1,000,000       10,000,000         65,000,000 
Once every 40 years a loss of 
£10m or more is likely to occur

13 Unauthorised activity            12.0           30,000           100,000          2,000,000 
Once every 8 years a loss of 
£10m or more is likely to occur

22
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Operational Risk quantification
Frequency

Either an operational loss event occurs within the specified time period, or it does not!

Therefore use a discrete distribution to model frequency…

P iPoisson

Parameter λ is equal to both the mean and variance of the Poisson distribution

eg if the frequency distribution for an error in financial reporting is distributed Poisson (3) with a one 
year time horizon, then the expectation is that on average, an error occurs 3 times a year

The Poisson distribution has some nice properties:

1. The probability of a loss event is the same for time intervals of equal length, 

2. The probability of a loss is independent across intervals

3 If operational losses follow a Poisson distribution then when subdivided into different

23

3. If operational losses follow a Poisson distribution, then when subdivided into different 
categories, the distribution of losses in the different categories is also Poisson but with a new 
parameter

Negative Binomial

A shortcoming of the Poisson is the assumed equality of the mean and variance – thus the model 
can underestimate the amount of dispersion in the observed outcomes. The negative binomial is a 
commonly used generalisation of the Poisson which allows more variability than the Poisson
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Operational risk quantification
Severity

Severity
When an operation risk event occurs – there will be a financial impact, or loss

• Perfect world – fit a loss distribution with reference to loss dataPerfect world fit a loss distribution with reference to loss data

• The world is not perfect and loss data alone will not suffice

• Reality – the lognormal distribution is relatively straightforward to fit

Lognormal

Nice properties:

• Generates only positive values, is positively skewed

• Can be fitted with only two input parameters

Drawbacks

24

• The lognormal distribution may not capture thick tails that generally occur in Operational 
risk events

Other distributions that could be used to model severity include:

Generalised Pareto,  Exponential, Beta, Weibull
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Operational risk measurement (modelling)
Building a model to quantify VaR

• The following table shows how parameters derived for multiple scenarios feed 
into each of the ET1 categories to enable quantification of VaRinto each of the ET1 categories to enable quantification of VaR

• Similarly, purely data driven models can calibrate parameters according to the 
same ET1 & ET2 categories
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Operational risk measurement (modelling)
Assumptions - Correlations

Correlations
What about correlations between operational risks?  

• Perfect world fit correlations with reference to loss data• Perfect world – fit correlations with reference to loss data 

• Reality – lack of data means expert judgement must be used

Considerations:

1. What level of diversification is appropriate between different operational risk types?

2. Is it realistic to set diversification benefits between individual risks, or at a higher level?

3. Correlations may not be symmetric – for example, an IT risk that causes salaries to stop       
being paid may result in a people risk as staff  leave, however, staff leaving would not 
necessarily result in an IT risk

26

necessarily result in an IT risk

4. Correlation matrix vs. more sophisticated copula approach

5. Tail dependency now required by regulators

6. Do correlations change over time/at the tail?
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Operational risk measurement (modelling)
Case study – illustration of modelled Value at Risk (VaR) results

• The following slide summarises the undiversified and diversified risk profile for a firm at 
different percentiles, e.g. 95%, (1 in 20 years), 99% (1 in 100 years), etc.different percentiles, e.g. 95%, (1 in 20 years), 99% (1 in 100 years), etc.

– ‘Undiversified’ refers to the relative amounts of capital (Value at Risk ~ VaR) at the respective 
percentiles assuming that all Level 1 Event Types are fully dependent (i.e. the worst case on any 
one event type leads to the worst case occurring on each of the other event types)

– ‘Diversified’ refers to the relative amounts of capital at the 99.5%ile for Regulatory Capital (or 
alternative selected confidence interval for calculating Capital at Risk) assuming there is some 
relative dependency between Level 1 Event Types (i.e. the correlation matrix reflects the extent 
to which losses in any one year for a certain event type will affect others)

• The main highlights from the following slides are:

– Aggregate 99.5% VaR:Aggregate 99.5% VaR:

– Undiversified ~ £104 million

– Diversified ~ £78 million

– Key risk spikes are:
– Clients, Products & Business Practices 

– Business Disruption & System Failure 

27
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4 590

Illustrative risk profile 
Results shown by event type are undiversified

99.9th Percentile 99.5th Percentile 99th Percentile 95th Percentile 90th Percentile 80th Percentile Mean

Operational risk measurement (modelling) 
Case study – illustration of modelled Value at Risk (VaR) results
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 Illustrative numbers only
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Unlocking the value of insurance
Introduction

• Many programmes are fragmented

• Insurance has an important role to play in both:

– Business unit P&L management; and

– Group capital management

• The development of operational risk models is enabling us to:

– Understand the greatest risks faced and their quantum from an insurable and 
uninsurable perspective

– Assess the value of existing programmes

Id tif th l ti ff i t t l– Identify those solutions offering greatest value

– Optimise an organisation’s risk finance structure

29

29
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E
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Overall operational risk capital
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Unlocking the value of insurance
The role of different financing products/tools
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Capital optimisation

Catastrophic Loss Insurance 
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Earnings volatility reduction
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Unlocking the value of insurance
Understanding the relationship between events and policies

1st ~ BBB, Cyber, PropertyTheft & fraud

3rd ~ PI

1st ~ BBB, UTUnauthorised activityInternal Fraud

Mapping to PoliciesEvent Type Level 2Event Type Level 1

1st ~ BBB, Cyber, PropertyTheft & fraud

3rd ~ PI

1st ~ BBB, UTUnauthorised activityInternal Fraud

Mapping to PoliciesEvent Type Level 2Event Type Level 1 Insurance has a 
long history of 
responding to 

1st ~ PropertyDisasters & Other EventsDamage to Physical Assets

3rd ~ PI, CyberAdvisory Activities

3rd ~ PISelection, Sponsorship & Exposure

3rd ~ PI, GLProduct Flaws

3rd ~ PI, Cyber, GLImproper Business / Market Practices

3rd ~ PI, CyberSuitability, Disclosure & FiduciaryClients, Products & Business Practices

3rd ~ PI, GLDiversity & Discrimination

3rd ~ GLSafe Premises – Invitees

3rd ~ EL, GLSafe Environment – Employees

3rd ~ EPL, GLEmployee RelationsEmployment Practices & Workplace 
Safety

3rd ~ PI

1st ~ BBB, Cyber, PropertySystems Security

3rd ~ PI

1st ~ BBB, Cyber, PropertyTheft & fraudExternal Fraud

3rd ~ PI

y p y

1st ~ PropertyDisasters & Other EventsDamage to Physical Assets

3rd ~ PI, CyberAdvisory Activities

3rd ~ PISelection, Sponsorship & Exposure

3rd ~ PI, GLProduct Flaws

3rd ~ PI, Cyber, GLImproper Business / Market Practices

3rd ~ PI, CyberSuitability, Disclosure & FiduciaryClients, Products & Business Practices

3rd ~ PI, GLDiversity & Discrimination

3rd ~ GLSafe Premises – Invitees

3rd ~ EL, GLSafe Environment – Employees

3rd ~ EPL, GLEmployee RelationsEmployment Practices & Workplace 
Safety

3rd ~ PI

1st ~ BBB, Cyber, PropertySystems Security

3rd ~ PI

1st ~ BBB, Cyber, PropertyTheft & fraudExternal Fraud

3rd ~ PI

y p yp g
operational risk

 But, individual 
events link to 
multiple policies 
and multiple 
events link to 
single policies

 Response is also 
affected by

 Illustrative numbers only

3rd ~ PI, CyberCustomer Account Management

3rd ~ PICustomer Intake, Documentation

3rd ~ PI, GLVendors & Suppliers

3rd ~ PITrade Counter-parties

3rd ~ PIMonitoring & Reporting

3rd ~ PITransaction Capture, Execution & MaintenanceExecution, Delivery & Process 
Management

3rd ~ Cyber

1st ~ Property, Cyber, BBBSystems FailureBusiness Disruption & Systems Failure

1st ~ PropertyDisasters & Other EventsDamage to Physical Assets

3rd ~ PI, CyberCustomer Account Management

3rd ~ PICustomer Intake, Documentation

3rd ~ PI, GLVendors & Suppliers

3rd ~ PITrade Counter-parties

3rd ~ PIMonitoring & Reporting

3rd ~ PITransaction Capture, Execution & MaintenanceExecution, Delivery & Process 
Management

3rd ~ Cyber

1st ~ Property, Cyber, BBBSystems FailureBusiness Disruption & Systems Failure

1st ~ PropertyDisasters & Other EventsDamage to Physical Assetsaffected by 
whether a loss 
occurs on a 1st

party or 3rd party 
basis

 The relationship is 
complex

31
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Source: Aon Limited, © 2011
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Unlocking the value of insurance 
Quantifying insurance impact 

• Calculating ‘probability of insurance recovery’

ED&PM

EP&WS

CP&BP

IF

EF

First Party

Third Party

 Illustrative numbers only
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ED&PM nly
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Source: Aon Limited, © 2011
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Unlocking the value of insurance 
Quantifying insurance impact 

• The following chart shows the impact of an insurance structure on the 
underlying exposures:underlying exposures:

– In the aggregate

– By event type

• We can see the impact of insurance at different confidence levels, e.g. 
80% (1 in 5 years), 99.5% (1 in 200 years)

33

33
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Unlocking the value of insurance 
Quantifying insurance impact – Gross/net of crime / professional liability

4.5 90 

sn
s

Illustrative risk profile - gross & net of insurance 
Results shown by event type are undiversified

99.9th Percentile 99.5th Percentile 99th Percentile 95th Percentile 90th Percentile 80th Percentile Mean

Source: Aon Limited, © 2011
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Note:

This case study uses an overall diversified capital number of £190 million for illustrative purposes only.

Insurance programme considered includes Crime & Professional Liability with a limit of £50m
34
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Unlocking the value of insurance 
Capital optimisation

• We have demonstrated the impact of a single insurance structure on the firm’s 
underlying risk profileunderlying risk profile

• But, is this the optimal structure?

• We can now test different structures varying:

– Coverage

– Limits

– Deductibles

• Through this process, typically analysing hundreds or thousands of alternatives, we can:

– Identify the range of structures offering greatest capital efficiency

– The best solution will be determined by risk appetite

– Evaluate the benefits, costs and value of the options

35
35
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Conclusions

• Operational Risk has been at the centre of many high profile losses and 
failuresfailures

• The current focus within institutions on business efficiency, cost cutting and 
change will likely lead to significant ‘tail risk’ in the future

– Understanding these dynamics will create a competitive advantage for firms

– There tools and techniques available enable firms to deliver significant shareholder 
value from the management of operational risk

• The implementation of a robust operational risk measurement and management 
framework will enable firms to:

– Reduce costs through more efficient control frameworks

– Manage volatility and optimise the financing of capital

• Solvency II?

36
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